PHOTOGRAPH REPRODUCTION POLICIES

- Materials to be duplicated photographically are sent to the Richardson Library Educational Technology Services for reproduction. The usual turnaround time for orders is 15 working days from the time the materials are delivered to ETS. Larger orders will require extra processing time. Patrons will be notified by a staff member when their order is ready to be picked up.

- Patrons must complete the “Photograph Use Agreement” form before the order is sent for processing.

- Photographs from the Research Center may be released for use only by approval of the Research Center Supervisor, Gary L. Lindsey, Ph.D., or, the Dean of University Libraries, Alice W. Specht.

- The patron assumes full responsibility for conforming to copyright laws. The use agreement is for a “one-time use only” for educational, non-profit purposes.

- Photographs cannot be used on websites with the exception of HSU materials for a non-commercial or personal website.

- Photographs are not to be altered nor reproduced and must be credited for publication, public use, or exhibition.

- Digital reproduction created only for objects in photograph collections or materials for which Hardin-Simmons University owns intellectual property rights.

- Reproduction of aerial photographs for commercial purposes will be processed under for-profit release and pricing schedule.

- See “Pricing for Services in the Research Center” for reproduction fees.

- Hardin-Simmons University departments may have access to images on a cost recovery basis.

- Prepayment required for order.

- Texas state tax (8.25%) is added to each order.

- A flat fee of $5.00 postage/shipping costs will be added to mailed orders.